Abstract. Solutions to non-linear least squares problems play an essential role in structure and motion problems in computer vision. The predominant approach for solving these problems is a Newton like scheme which uses the hessian of the function to iteratively find a local solution. Although fast, this strategy inevitably leeds to issues with poor local minima and missed global minima. In this paper rather than trying to develop an algorithm that is guaranteed to always work, we show that it is often possible to verify that a local solution is in fact also global. We present a simple test that verifies optimality of a solution using only a few linear programs. We show on both synthetic and real data that for the vast majority of cases we are able to verify optimality. Further more we show even if the above test fails it is still often possible to verify that the local solution is global with high probability.
Introduction
The most studied problem in computer vision is perhaps the (2D) least squares triangulation problem. Even so no efficient globally optimal algorithm has been presented. In fact studies indicate (e.g. [1] ) that it might not be possible to find an algorithm that is guaranteed to always work. On the other hand, under the assumption of Gaussian noise the L 2 -norm is known to give the statistically optimal solution. Although this is a desirable property it is difficult to develop efficient algorithms that are guaranteed to find the globally optimal solution when projections are involved. Lately researchers have turned to methods from global optimization, and a number of algorithms with guaranteed optimality bounds have been proposed (see [2] for a survey). However these algorithms often exhibit (worst case) exponential running time and they can not compare with the speed of local, iterative methods such as bundle adjustment [3] [4] [5] .
Therefore a common heuristic is to use a minimal solver to generate a starting guess for a local method such as bundle adjustment [3] . These methods are often very fast, however since they are local the success depends on the starting point. Another approach is to minimize some algebraic criteria. Since these typically don't have any geometric meaning this approach usually results in poor reconstructions.
A different approach is the use the maximum residual error rather than the sum of squared residuals. This yields a class of quasiconvex problems where it is possible to devise efficient global optimization algorithms [6] . This was done in the context of 1D cameras in [7] .
Still, it would be desirable to find the statistically optimal solution. In [8] it was shown that for the 2D-triangulation problem (with spherical 2D-cameras) it is often possible to verify that a local solution is also global using a simple test. It was shown on real datasets that for the vast majority of all cases the test was successful. From a practical point of view this is of great value since it opens up the possibility of designing systems where bundle adjustment is the method of choice and only turning to more expensive global methods when optimality can not be verified.
In [9] a stronger condition was derived and the method was extended to general quasiconvex muliview problems (with 2D pinhole cameras).
In this paper we extend this approach 1D multiview geometry problems with spherical cameras. We show that for most real problems we are able to verify that a local solution is global. Further more in case the test fails we show that it is possible to relax the test to show that the solution is global with large probability.
1D-camera systems
Before turning to the least squares problem we will give a short review of 1D-vision (see [7] ). Throughout the paper we will use spherical 1D-cameras.
We start by considering a camera that is located at the origin with zero angle to the Y axis (see figure 1 ). For each 2D-point (X, Y ) our camera gives a direction in which the point has been observed. The direction is given in the form of an angle θ with respect to a reference axis (see figure 1 ). Let Π :
if Y > 0, (otherwise we let Π(X, Y ) = ∞). The function Π(X, Y ) measures the squared angle between the Y -axis and the vector U = (X Y ) T . Here we have explicitly written Π(X, Y ) to indicate that Π always takes values in R 2 , however throughout the paper we will use both Π(X, Y ) and Π(U ). Now, suppose that we have a measurement of a point with angle θ = 0. Then Π can be interpreted as the squared angular distance between the point (X,Y) and the measurement. If the measurement θ is not zero we let R −θ be a rotation −θ then Π(R −θ U ) can be seen as the squared angular distance (φ − θ)
2 . Next we introduce the camera parameters. The camera may be located anywhere in R 2 with any orientation with respect to a reference coordinate system. In practice we have two coordinate systems, the camera-and the reference-coordinate system. To relate these two we introduce a similarity transformation P that takes points coordinates in the reference system and transforms then into coordinates in the camera system. We let
1D camera geometry for a calibrated camera.
The parameters (a, b, c, d) are what we call the inner camera parameters and they determine the orientation and position of the camera. The squared angular error can now be written
In the remaining part of the paper the concept of quasiconvexity will be important. A function f is said to be quasiconvex if its sublevel sets S φ (f ) = {x; f (x) ≤ φ} are convex. In the case of traingulation (as well as resectioning) we see that the squared angular errors (3) can be written as the composition of the projection Π and two affine functions
(here i denotes the i'th error residual). It was shown in [7] that functions of this type are quasiconvex. The advantage of quasiconvexity is that a function with this property can only have a single local minimum, when using the L ∞ -norm. This class of problems include, among others, camera resectioning and triangulation.
In this paper, we will use the theory of quasiconvexitivity as a stepping stone to verify global optimality under the L 2 Norm. Our approach closely parallels that of [8] and [9] . However while [8] considered spherical 2D cameras only for the triangulation problem and [9] considered 2D-pinhole cameras for general multiview problems, we will consider 1D-spherical cameras.
Theory
In this section we will give sufficient conditions for global optimality. If x * is a global minimum then there is an open set containing x * where the Hessian of f is positive semidefinite. Recall that a function is convex if and only if its Hessian is positive semidefinite. The basic idea which was first introduced in [8] is the following: If we can find a convex region C containing x * that is large enough to include all globally optimal solutions and we are able to show that the Hessian of f is convex on this set, then x * must be the globally optimal solution.
The set C
The first step is to determine the set C. Suppose that for our local candidate solution x * we have f (x * ) = φ 2 max . Then clearly any global optimum must fulfill f i (x) ≤ φ 2 max for all residuals, since otherwise our local solution is better. Hence we take the region C to be
It is easily seen that this set is convex since this is the intersection of the sublevel sets S φ 2 max (f i ) which are known to be convex since the residuals f i are quasiconvex. Hence if we can show that the Hessian of f is positive definite on this set we may conclude that x * is the global optimum. Note that the condition f i (x) ≤ φ 2 max is somewhat pessimistic. Indeed it assumes that the entire error may occur in one residual which is highly unlikely under any reasonable noise model. In fact we will show that it it possible to replace φ 2 max with a stronger bound to show that x * is with high probability the global optimum.
Bounding the Hessian
The goal of this section is to show that the Hessian of f is positive semidefinite on the set C. To do this we will find a constant matrix H that acts as a lower bound on ∇ 2 f (x) for all x ∈ C. More formally we will construct H such that
. We begin by studying the 1D-projection mapping Π. The Hessian of Π is
To simplify notation we introduce the measurement angle φ = atan X Y and the radial distance to the camera center r = √ X 2 + Y 2 . After a few simplifications one obtains
In the case of 3D to 2D projections Hartley et.al. [8] obtained a similar 3 × 3 matrix. Using the same arguments it may be seen our matrix can be bounded by the diagonal matrix
To see this we need to show that the eigenvalues of ∇ 2 Π(X, Y )−H(X, Y ) are all positive. Taking the trace of this matrix we see that the sum of the eigenvalues are
2 ) which is always positive. We also have the determinant
It can be shown (see [8] ) that this expression is positive if φ ≤ 0.3. Hence for φ ≤ 0.3, H(X, Y ) is a lower bound on ∇ 2 Π(X, Y ). Now, the error residuals f i (x) of our class of problems are related to the projection mapping via an affine change of coordinates
It was noted in [9] that since the coordinate change is affine the Hessian of f i is can be bounded by H. To see this we let W i be the matrix containing a i and b i as columns Using the chain rule we obtain the Hessian
And since ∇ 2 Π is bounded by H we obtain
The matrix appearing on the right hand side of (13) seems easier to handle however it still depends on x through r and φ. This dependence may be removed by using bound of the type
The first bound is readily obtained since x ∈ C. In the second one we need to find an upper and lower bound on the radial distance in every camera. We shall see later that this can be cast as a convex problem which can be solved efficiently.
As is [9] we now obtain the bound
Hence if the minimum eigenvalue of the right hand side is non negative the function f will be convex on the set C.
Bounding the Radial Distances r i
In order to be able to use the criterion (13) we need to be able to compute bounds on the radial distances. The k'th radial distance may be written
Since x ∈ C we know that (see [7] )
and obviously (a
The bound (15) can be obtained by solving the linear programs
and
At first glance this may seem as a quite rough estimate, however since φ max is usually small this bound is good enough. By using SOCP-programming instead of linear programming it is possible to improve these bounds, however since linear programming is faster we prefer to use the looser bounds.
To summarize, the following steps are performed in order to verify optimality:
1. Compute a local minimizer x * (e.g. with bundle adjustment). 2. Compute maximum/minimum radial depths over C.
Test if the convexity condition in (16) holds.

A Probabilistic Approach
In practice, the constraints f i (x) ≤ φ 2 max are often overly pessimistic. In fact what is assumed here is that the entire residual error φ 2 max could (in worst case) arise from a single error residual, which is not very likely. Assume thatx i is the point measurements that would be obtained in a noise free system and that x i is the real measurement. Under the assumption of independent Gaussian noise we havex
Since r i has zero mean, an unbiased estimate of σ is given bŷ
where m is the number of residuals and d denotes the number of degrees of freedom in the underlying problem (for example, d = 2 for 2D triangulation and d = 3 for 2D calibrated resectioning). As before, we are interested in finding a bound for each residual. This time, however, we are satisfied with a bound that holds with high probability. Specifically, givenσ, we would like to find L(σ) so that
for a given confidence level P 0 . To this end, we make use of a basic theorem in statistics which states that
is T -distributed with γ degrees of freedom, when X is normal with mean 0 and variance 1, Y is a chi squared random variable with γ degrees of freedom and X and Y are independent. A further basic fact from statistics states that,σ
fulfills the requirements to be T distributed apart from a small dependence between r i andσ. This dependence, however, vanishes with enough residuals and in any case leads to a slightly more conservative bound. Given a confidence level β we can now e.g do a table lookup for the T distribution to get t β γ so that
Multiplying through withσ we obtain L(σ) =σt β γ . Given a confidence level β 0 for all r i , we assume that the r i /σ are independent and thus set β = β 1/m 0 to get
The independence assumption is again only approximately correct, but similarly yields a slightly more conservative bound than necessary.
Experiments
In this section we demonstrate our theory on a few experiments. We used two real datasets to verify the theory. The first one is measurements of measurements performed at a ice hockey rink. The set contains 70 1D-images (with 360 degree field of view) and 14 reflectors. Figure 2 shows the setup, the motion of the cameras and the position of the reflectors. The structure and motion was obtained using the L ∞ optimal methods from [7] . We first picked 5 cameras and solved structure and motion for these cameras and the viewed reflectors. We then added the remaining cameras and reflectors using alternating resection and triangulation. Finally we did bundle adjustment to obtain locally optimal L 2 solutions. We then ran our test on all (14) triangulation and (70) resectioning subproblems in this and in every case we were able to verify that these subproblems were in fact globally optimal. Figure refhockey2 shows one instance of the triangulation problem and one instance of the resectioning problem. The L 2 angular errors where roughly the same (≈ 0.1-0.2 for both triangulation and resectioning) throughout the sequence.
In the hockey rink dataset the the cameras are placed so that the angle measurements can take roughly any value in [−π, π]. In our next dataset we wanted to test what happens if the measurements are restricted to a smaller interval. It is well known that for example resectioning is easier if one has measurements in vide spread directions. Therefore we used a data set where the the cameras do not have a 360 field of view and where there are not reflectors in every direction. Figure 4 shows the setup. We refer to this data set as the the coffee room sequence since it was taken in our coffee room. Here we have places 10 markers in in various positions and used regular 2D-cameras to obtain 13 images. (Some of the images are difficult to make out in figure 4 since they where taken close together only varying orientation.) The to estimate the angular bearings to the markers we first estimated the vertical and horizontal green lines in the figures. The detected 2D-marker positions was then projected onto the horizontal line and the angular bearings was computed. This time we computed the the structure and motion using a minimal case solver (3-cameras 5-markers) and then alternated resection-intersection followed by bundle adjustment. We then ran all the triangulation and resectioning subproblems and in all cases we where able to verify optimality. This time the L 2 angular errors was more varied. For triangulation most of the errors where around 0.5-1 degree whereas for resectioning the most of error where smaller (≈ 0.1-0.2). Although in one camera L 2 -error was as large as 3.2 degrees, however we were still able to verify that the resection was optimal.
Probabilistic Verification of Optimality
In this section we study the effect of the tighter bound one obtains by accepting a small, but calculable risk of missing the global optimum. Here, we would like to see how varying degrees of noise affects the ability to verify a global optimum and hence set up a synthetic experiment with randomly generated 1D cameras and points. For the experiment, 20 cameras and 1 point were generated uniformly at random in the square [0.5, 0.5] 2 and noise was added. The experiment was repeated 20 times at each noise level with noise standard deviation from 0 to 3.5 degrees and for each noise level we recorded the proportion of instances where the global optimum could be verified. We performed the whole procedure once with the exact bound and once with a bound set at a 95% confidence level. The result is shown in Figure 5 . As expected, the tighter 95% bound allows one to verify a substantially larger proportion of cases. Global optimization of the reprojection errors in L 2 norm is desirable, but difficult and no really practical general purpose algorithm exists. In this paper we have shown in the case of 1D vision how local optima can be checked for global optimality and found that in practice, local optimization paired with clever initialization is a powerful approach which often finds the global optimum. In particular our approach might be used in a system to filter out only the truly difficult local minima and pass these on to a more sophisticated but expensive global optimizer.
